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1. I know that some of you were not keen or interested in reading this book.  Can you 
explain why? How do you feel aLer having read it?  What insights has it given you in 
the 45th President of the USA? 

2. What do you think was the moRvaRon/purpose for Mary wriRng this book? Is her 
appraisal fair of Donald and the Trump family fair despite the fact that she believes 
Trump Sr responsible for her father’s alcoholism and premature death and her 
family’s disinheritance.  

3.   The sub Rtle of the book is “How my family created the world’s most dangerous 
man”.  A good aYenRon grabber?  A realisRc statement?  Somewhere in-between? 

4.    Mary Trump describes Frederick Sr as a “high funcRoning sociopath”, Fred Jr as a 
vicRm and Donald as a bully.  What were some of the factors in Donald’s and Fred Jr’s 
upbringing that resulted in their personality? 

5.  Taking those factors into consideraRon, did the book make you feel more sympatheRc 
towards Trump? 

6.  Mary gives us many interesRng insights in the Trump family; Mary Sr dressed up in 
her fur stole driving her pink Cadillac to collect small change from the coin operated 
laundries in buildings that the family owned.  Ivana and Donald “re-giLing” unwanted 
items to family members out of favour – the basket of Xmas goodies with the missing 
caviar jar or the handbag with a used Rssue in it. 
These are quite comical, but what are the serious allegaRons raised against the Trumps, 
parRcularly Fred Sr and Donald.   

7.  What kind of a business man was Donald Trump.  How did he manage to maintain his 
profile and life-style despite having filed for bankruptcy 11 Rmes in the last 19 years?   
Even at the end of his presidency, he is said to owe over 1 billion dollars creditors.  

8. “Donald J Trump is an American media personality and business man who served as 
the 45th president of the US from 2017 to 2021”.  So is Trump summed up in Wikipedia.   
Clinton, Obama, Reagan (who is probably just as well known as an actor) and the 
infamous Richard Nixon are all described as “President of the USA.” 
What does this tell us, if anything, about Trump? 

9. And finally, crystal ball gazing.  How much damage has the Trump presidency done to 
the US and democracy in general?  Is there a Trump Mark2 on the horizon?   


